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Election Systems

July 7, 2020

1. “At Large”

2. “From District” or “Residence” Districts

3. “By District”
 Referred to as “by division” elections in most special districts

The California Voting Rights Act was 
written to specifically encourage 

by-district elections.
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California Voting Rights Act (CVRA)
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 Plaintiff  whose ability to elect is impaired must show:
1. Protected class voters support their preferred candidate(s) as a bloc
2. The other residents vote as a bloc to defeat those preferred candidates

 When a plaintiff ’s ability to elect has been impaired, liability is 
heavily dependent on statistical attempts to measure racial bloc 
voting and statisticians’ conclusions about racially polarized 
voting



Districting Rules

 Equal Population

 Federal Voting Rights Act

 No Racial Gerrymandering

 Communities of  interest

 Compact

 Contiguous

 Visible (Natural & man-made) 
boundaries

 Respect voters’ choices / 
continuity in office

 Planned future growth

Federal Laws Traditional Redistricting Principles
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Defining Communities of  Interest
(in Special Districts and School Districts)
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1st Question: what is your neighborhood or community of  interest?

A Community of  Interest is generally defined as a neighborhood or 
community of  shared interests, views, problems, or characteristics. 
Possible community feature/boundary definitions include:
 School attendance areas
 Natural neighborhood dividing lines, such as highway or major roads, rivers, canals, 

and/or hills 
 Areas around parks and other neighborhood landmarks
 Common issues, neighborhood activities, or legislative/election concerns
 Shared demographic characteristics

 Such as similar levels of  income, education, or linguistic isolation

2nd Question: Does a Community of  Interest want to be united in one 
district, or to be divided to have a voice in multiple elections?
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Sample Compact Maps

March 10, 2020
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Glendale
Unified

Examples of  highly compact maps, with 
nooks and jogs driven only by equal 

population requirements.



Sample Multiple-Representative Maps
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Examples of  maps where a desire to ensure multiple 
elected officials represented each neighborhood / 
community, led to policy-driven but non-compact 

maps.

Imperial 
Irrigation

City of
Fullerton



Possible Changes: FAIR MAPS Act
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 AB849 does not currently apply to special districts
 Significantly changes criteria:

 Equal Population

 Federal Voting Rights 
Act

 No Racial 
Gerrymandering

 Respect voters’ choices / 
avoid head to head 
contests

 Future population growth

 Minimizing number of  
voters with election-year 
delays

1. Federal Laws
2. California Criteria for 

Cities

1. Geographically 
contiguous

2. Undivided neighborhoods 
and “communities of  
interest” 
(Socio-economic geographic areas 
that “should” be kept together)

3. Easily identifiable 
boundaries

4. Compact
(Do not bypass one group of  people 
to get to a more distant group of  
people)

3. Other Traditional 
Redistricting Principles



Big-Picture Stages
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1. Receive and Process Census Data
2. Pre-Map hearings (including public’s opportunity to draft maps)

3. Public & Demographer Draft Maps released
4. Map Review & Revision Hearings
5. Adoption of  Map and Election Sequence
6. Phased-in implementation over two election cycles

At least four hearings are required “before a public hearing at which the 
governing body of  the political subdivision votes to approve or defeat 
an ordinance establishing district-based elections.”



Overall Timing
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1. Data Delivery 
 Current law: by April 1, 2021 
 Census Request currently pending in Congress: Delay to July 31

2. Hearings & Mapping
 Spring – Fall 2021

3. Process Completion:
 Scheduled for Fall/Winter 2021 (assuming April 1 data release) 
 Deadline of  May 12, 2022

4. Initial by-division elections: November 2022 
5. Remaining divisions hold first elections: November 2024



Districting Process Options
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 Additional Hearings / Forums
 Formal Board meetings, study sessions, or informal community forums
 Can be held before and/or after release of  draft maps
 “Dot voting” and other exercises after release of  draft maps

 Public Mapping Tools
 Paper- and Excel-based mapping tools
 Online mapping tool (powerful, but complex and expensive)



Publicity
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 Standard hearing notice is required

 Additional outreach options:
 Mailed bill insert 
 Postcard to all residents
 Website and District social media channels



Challenges
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 Issue is Low-Priority For Residents
 Districting does not directly impact public safety, schools, potholes, or 

other “quality of  life” issues, making it hard to get the public’s attention
 The rules for districting are complex, presenting challenges even for those 

with a little interest 

 Relatively Low-Profile Jurisdiction
 Most special districts do not typically receive much public attention

 Competition From Other Redistricting Efforts
 The State, the County, the City, and other Special Districts will all be 

going through this process more or less simultaneously with the District
 Media attention will likely be exclusively on higher-profile jurisdictions



Timing Summary
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 Early 2021 (Shortly before Census data is released)
 Begin informational outreach

 Spring 2021 (Before Release of  Draft Maps)
 Engage community to participate in initial hearings
 Possible release of  public mapping tools

 Summer - Winter 2021/2022 (After Draft Map Release)
 Gather community feedback and preferences
 Final adoption of  map



General Rules of  Thumb
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 Special Districts struggle for public attention
 Especially when so much redistricting is simultaneously occurring at all different 

levels of  government

 Typically we see five- to ten-times more interest once draft maps 
are released compared to before draft maps are available

 Word of  mouth is the most effective outreach
 At the Special District level, districting is unlikely to engage 

groups and individuals who not already engaged with the 
District, unless:
1. Major controversy erupts or
2. Independent, outside advocacy group(s) organize residents


